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Abstract
Virtual Reality (VR) has grown to become state-of-the-
art technology in many business- and consumer oriented
E-Commerce applications. One of the major design
challenges of VR environments is the placement of the
rendering process. The rendering process converts the
abstract description of a scene as contained in an object
database to an image. This process is usually done at the
client side like in VRML[1] a technology that requires the
client’s computational power for smooth rendering.
The vision of VR is also strongly connected to the
issue of Quality of Service (QoS) as the perceived realism
is subject to an interactive frame rate ranging from 10 to
30 frames-per-second (fps), real-time feedback
mechanisms and realistic image quality. These
requirements overwhelm traditional home computers or
even high sophisticated graphical workstations over their
limits. Our work therefore introduces an approach for a
distributed rendering architecture that gracefully
balances the workload between the client and a cluster-
based server. We believe that a distributed rendering
approach as described in this paper has three major
benefits: It reduces the clients workload, it decreases the
network traffic and it allows to re-use already rendered
scenes.
1. Motivation
Conceivable applications scenarios that strongly
benefit from the use of VR include architectural design
analysis, distributed learning environments and travel
management settings where vacationers can walk through
potential hotels in advance. Imagine a walkthrough
scenario consisting in the simulation of a well-known
commercial street to be used by residential users. Here,
the expectation is to produce a high quality simulation
environment that highly resembles the original. The 3D
nature of the simulation should allow the users to interact
with the environment in quasi real-time: change their point
of view in the three-dimensional space, zoom in on details
and trigger pre-recorded actions by means of hot spots.
When interacting with such a virtual environment, realism
depends mainly on three factors: realistic images,
interactive frame rate (10 to 30 frames per second) and
real-time feedback (motions, behavior, etc.).
By itself, the generation of photo-realistic images from
a 3D-object database; i.e. the rendering process is
computationally extremely expensive, and still imposes
major research challenges, whereas the complexity of
lighting phenomena associated to interactive usage further
calls for powerful and predictable computing in order to
met the user expected time constraints.
On the other hand, walkthroughs of large information
spaces face the task of generating images from a model
containing a huge amount of elements.
Given this a complete framework will include the
integration of existing and, when required, development of
new solutions to several challenging real-time problems,
such as:
- real-time distributed client-server networking
providing proper guarantees;
- real-time distributed computation of parallelised
rendering tasks for clusters of workstations
networked via commodity RT LANs (rendering
engine at the server side);
- timely scheduling and execution of rendering tasks
and media-players running on the client;
- timely scheduling and execution of multiple client
requests (front-end server at the server side);
- the adaptation of current workload, including client-
server balancing of rendering load.
2. MPEG-4 as a Client-Server connection
Traditional VR systems usually form a Client-Server
architecture where the information of objects is on request
transferred from the server to the client. The rendering
process itself that may result in large computational
overhead is then left to the client. An idea how to
transform the conservative client-server methodology to
form a distributed rendering approach can now be realized
by using MPEG-4.
MPEG-4[2] is a common video compression standard
originally targeted at video streaming applications used in
environments with very restrictive bandwidth at disposal.
It was developed by the Motion Pictures Experts Group
and finalized as a standard in 1998. In future, MPEG-4
will be used for video streaming applications in UMTS. In
contrast to preceding MPEG standards (MPEG-1 and
MPEG-2), MPEG-4 follows an object-oriented approach.
Video scenes are decomposed into single arbitrarily
shaped objects called audio-visual objects that are
separately encoded and transmitted over the network to
the client. Examples for these objects range from
primitive media objects like audio or still images to
complex object representation in 3D environments.
Besides fast encoding mechanisms, the major benefits of
MPEG-4 are its scalability in terms of gracefully
adjustable video quality with regard to network capacity,
reusability of video objects across different video scenes
and platforms and QoS support for network service
providers.
 The advantages of MPEG-4 very well serve the idea
of distributed rendering in VR environments. In contrast
to the traditional solution where computationally
expansive rendering is completely done at the client side,
the server which has usually more computational power
may now partly pre-compute complex rendering scenes
and encode the rendered scene as a MPEG-4 audio-visual
object which is then transmitted to the client.
Alternatively, the rendering could also be adopted to some
other client with vacant resources. The advantages of this
new approach are obvious: The client is greatly relieved
from the computational overhead it has to spent for
rendering and the rendered MPEG-4 object qualifies  for
re-utilization across various clients that wish to display the
same rendered scene. Moreover, network traffic is
significantly reduced since a MPEG-4 object that is
targeted at low bitrates will consume less bandwidth than
complex object descriptions which, in traditional VR
environments, still must be transmitted to the client.
3. Network Management Unit
 In order for the server to determine which scenes are
to be pre-rendered, a network management unit is
required. The NMU keeps track of the current network
workload as well as of the computational workload on all
clients that participate in the VR. If the workload of a
particular client exceeds the resources at disposal as
determined by a Response Time Analysis (RTA)[4], the
NMU may decide to re-distribute the rendering process to
the server or to an alternative client with free resources at
disposal. This necessitates the client to apply a RTA and a
scheduling algorithm that takes the specifics of MPEG-4
and rendering into account. A scheduling algorithm and
RTA for MPEG-2 streams that may be adopted to suit
MPEG-4 is presented in [5].
 Moreover, the NMU is also responsible for reserving
the required bandwidth on the respective link in order to
guarantee that MPEG-4 video objects as well as VR
object descriptions can be transferred within given timing
constrains. RSVP provides such a set of communication
rules that allows channels or paths on the Internet to be
reserved for the transmission of video and other high-
bandwidth messages [6]. In order to determine weather a
particular network link is still capable of transmitting
additional data before a pre-determined deadline, a RTA
for the network link must be performed. [7] presents such
a RTA for RSVP.
4. Peer to Peer Networking
VR environments usually allow for interaction with
virtual objects or other virtual persons represented
through clients in the same VR environment. Apparently,
in case of multiple clients that navigate the same VR
environment, information that represent this environment
may be redundant and respective objects, e.g. the
background of a scene, may already have been rendered
by other clients in the VR. Peer to Peer Networking offers
a great opportunity to determine clients or servers that
have already rendered this scene and stored in a MPEG-4
video object by addressing the NMU. Instead of repeating
the rendering process, the client in need requests this
particular MPEG-4 object through the network and
displays it. Note, in each case at least the NMU knows
where to find particular objects as it is responsible for the
distributed workload balancing.
5. Cluster-based Rendering
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Figure 1  – A VR Server Architecture
For complex scenes or high-quality images, the
rendering process is computationally intensive. This is
particularly acute for a rendering server, which will have
to serve multiple clients. The RT VR Server may consist
of a "front-end" machine, for managing the client-server
balancing and working as an interface to the NMU, and a
cluster of networked personal workstations (PWS) acting
as the server's rendering engine. Such a cluster will
provide cost-effectiveness for both performance and
scalability[8], which are main platform requirements.
Additionally, maturity and robustness of Linux/RT-
Linux[9] and de facto standardization of message-passing
via Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM[10]) and Message
Passing Interface (MPI[11]) are enabling the design of
systems which are entirely made up of COTS technology.
However parallelism problems in rendering are usually
regarded as intractable[12]. In fact, although the rendering
process contains ample parallelism at different levels of
the rendering pipeline, it is not easy to efficiently
distribute the processing between different units, mainly
due to the enormous sharing of information in the
rendering process. The question of integrating parallel
renderers into the broader computing environment has
often been neglected, and in most cases explicitly
ignored[13]. Nonetheless, diverse research works have
been published focusing on parallel
rendering[12][13][14].
A final important requirement is efficient real-time
LAN technologies for the rendering cluster. Even though
clusters of PWS are used for parallel rendering in at least
one commercial rendering package[15], its actual
implementation is hampered by the lack of efficient
networking technologies. This will be detailed in the next
section.
The Server Architecture may also supports additional
client-server functionalities (including application
extensions interfaces) that will not be detailed in this
paper.
6. The RT Cluster Network
The RT cluster implementation must consider several
issues in order to achieve the adequate
behaviour/performance, namely the cluster interconnect,
the message passing scheme and the operating system.
Traditionally expensive interconnects are proprietary
and rely on special purpose hardware losing the cost
benefit offered by the commodity market. In this class
GigaNet[16] and Myrinet[17] are two of the leading
interconnects for clusters of commodity computer
systems.
The building block of a Myrinet network is a 16-port
switching chip. It can be used to build a 16-port switch, or
can be interconnected to build various topologies of
varying sizes (albeit not all allow easy finding of
contention-free routes). The core of the switching chip is a
pipelined crossbar that supports non-blocking cut-through
routing of packets. The routing algorithm is based on
source-routing according to the information present at the
variable-length packet header. Myrinet provides reliable,
connection-less message delivery between communication
end-points. This is achieved by maintaining reliable
connections between each pair of hosts in the network and
multiplexing the traffic between end-points over these
reliable paths [18]. Simulation results showed, however,
that Myrinet latency, under heavy load, suffers due to the
blocking in the distributed wormhole routing scheme [19].
There is no efficient support of broadcast communication
as well.
GigaNet is a connection-oriented interconnect. No
message can be exchanged between communication
processes until a VC has been established. Each VC
corresponds to the allocation of buffer queues, routing
table entries and other resources in the network and, at the
host, that limits the size of the cluster. With the
connection-oriented communication semantic, circuit-
based switching and end-to-end flow control scheme are
naturally adopted for GigaNet.
The most popular Local Area Network (LAN)
technology is Ethernet. Today standards ensure
bandwidths of 10-, 100- (or fast), 1000-Mb/s (or gigabit)
and 10000-Mb/s and there are already discussions of 100-
gigabit per second Ethernet, which could provide the next
generation parallel computers with a smooth upgrade path
to their communication subsystem. Ethernet, in addition to
bandwidth enhancement present in the last
implementations, and particularly in the full-duplex mode,
allows switched access at full channel capacity without the
limitation of CSMA/CD. Therefore, we believe that, given
a scalable switching architecture, Ethernet can be a cost-
effective solution for cluster computing.
Conventional Ethernet switches are not fully scalable
because they use designs based on a backplane bus or
crossbar switch, so cascading is required to build a cluster
beyond the size of the upper limit imposed by the number
of nodes the switch supports, and latency is increased. The
spanning tree algorithm is used to calculate a loop-free
tree that has only a single path for each destination, using
the redundant paths as stand-by links. At present, due to
the remaining lack of switch scalability we believe that
applications using e.g. a conventional Gigabit Ethernet
switch fabric are limited to the smaller parallel systems in
which this application includes to.
The combination of message passing middleware and
high-speed interconnect is one of the crucial components
for building high-performance commodity clusters. But
the performance of capable network technologies can be
severely influenced by the overhead in the host cluster
computing, as it is also demonstrated in [19]. So there
have been proposals where the role of the operating
system was much reduced and user applications are given
direct access to the network interface, which resulted in
the industry standard for user-level communication
VIA[20]. Some studies quantified the impact of user-level
communication against network bandwidth on the
performance of a content-aware server, comparing TCP/IP
and VIA over Fast Ethernet and a higher bandwidth
network. Results demonstrated that reduced processor
overhead, remote memory writes, and zero-copy can all
provide performance gains, whereas network bandwidth is
not as important [21].
7. Conclusions
This paper presented a work in progress that aims at
finding a new approach for the distributed rendering in
Virtual Reality environments. Unlike traditional
approaches that usually apply a client-server architecture
where the computationally expensive rendering process is
completely done at the client side, an new idea is
introduced that enables the server or some other client to
adopt pre-rendering to relieve overloaded clients. It
exploits the MPEG-4 standard that allows to decompose
video scenes into single individual objects that are
encoded and transmitted separately.
Furthermore, a Network Management Unit has been
presented that determines vacant computer and network
resources and distributes the workload accordingly. It
exploits RSVP for bandwidth reservation and RTA as
Admission Control and along with a RTA executed at
each client, it guarantees QoS all along the data path form
the source to sink.
A mechanism for Peer-to-Peer networking was
described that allows for efficient re-use of already
encoded and stored MPEG-4 objects to VR object
representation.
Finally the rendering cluster issues including the
internal network were discussed.
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